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Conductive indium-tin oxide nanowire and nanotube arrays made by
electrochemically assisted deposition in template membranes: switching
between wire and tube growth modes by surface chemical modification of the
template
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Tin-doped indium hydroxide (InSnOH) nanowires (NWs) and nanotubes (NTs) were grown from

acidic aqueous solutions of inorganic precursors in a simple one-step electrochemically assisted

deposition (EAD) process inside Au-plugged anodic aluminium oxide and polycarbonate membranes.

When the membranes were used without any pre-treatment, InSnOH crystals nucleated on the both the

Au-cathode and pore wall surfaces. By adjusting the surface chemistry of Au or the pore walls, it was

possible to switch between NW and NT growth modes. InSnOH was converted into indium tin oxide

(ITO) by annealing the InSnOH-filled membranes at 300 �C. The resulting wires and tubes were

characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray

and electron diffraction, Auger electron spectroscopy and electrical conductivity measurements.

InSnOH and ITO NWs and NTs consisted of�25–50 nm in size crystalline grains with the cubic crystal

structures of In(OH)3 and In2O3, respectively, and showed essentially the same morphological features

as planar ITO films made by the same method. Separate tin oxide/hydroxide phases were not observed

by any of the characterization methods. After heating in air at 600 �C, the ITO NWs had resistivity on

the order of 10�U cm. EAD is an inexpensive and scalable solution-based technique, and allows one to

grow dense arrays of vertically aligned, crystalline and conductive ITO NWs and NTs.
1. Introduction

Nanowire (NW) and nanotube (NT) arrays are being increasingly

investigated as components of energy conversion devices such as

solar cells, lithium batteries, thermoelectrics, piezoelectrics, and fuel

cells. Future generations of these devices may require NW and

NT arrays that contain different functional materials—semi-

conductors, dielectrics, ferroelectrics, metals, and catalysts—orga-

nized into specific three-dimensional architectures.1,2 The

high-aspect ratio NW/NT geometry can provide a direct path for

charge transport3 and, in photovoltaic systems, more efficient

collection of the photogenerated charge carriers, as well as

advanced antireflective and absorption properties relative to the

planar film cells.4 Additionally, transparent semiconductor oxide

NWs and NTs, such as tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), TiO2 and

ZnO, have potential applications as high-performance top contacts

to LEDs,5 high surface area transparent electrodes in dye-sensi-

tized2,6–11 and polymer12 solar cells, fillers in transparent and

conductive polymer nanocomposites13,14 and photocatalysts.15
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Although the unique combination of optical and electrical

properties of ITO films has been known for more than 3 decades

and has led to a variety of important applications, the fabrication

of ITO NWs and NTs has only recently been explored.5,7,8,11–14,16–21

The synthetic effort has mainly been focused on vapor phase

methods that include vapor–liquid–solid growth,16 carbothermal

evaporation,17 oblique electron beam evaporation,12 pulse laser

ablation,7 molecular beam epitaxy,5 and templated atomic layer

deposition of ITO NTs.11 The majority of vapor-phase methods

produce randomly oriented arrays of good crystal quality NWs,

and so far only the epitaxial growth on lattice-matched [100]

yttrium stabilized zirconia substrates has resulted in well aligned

vertical arrays of highly conductive single crystal NWs.18 The

practical use of these techniques, however, is limited by high

energy consumption, expensive equipment, and, in the latter case,

by sophisticated and expensive substrates.

Low-cost solution-based routes to ITO NWs, NTs and their

arrays are now beginning to be developed. Currently these

methods are represented in the literature by the solvothermal

synthesis of free standing ITO NWs19 and electrophoretic8,20 or

sol–gel20,21 filling of porous templates. The former method gives

good quality crystalline NWs of different lengths but requires

further development for NW size control and alignment. The
Nanoscale
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latter template-based methods produce arrays of interconnected

polycrystalline NWs8,20 and NT sheets21 with small (#10 nm)

crystallite size. These methods involve multistep syntheses8,19–21

and use metal–organic precursors, which can reduce the conduc-

tivity of the resulting NWs by contamination with organic

components.20 Except for highly conducting epitaxially grown

NWs (r ¼10�3–10�5 U cm5,18), the reported resistivity values for

ITO NWs made by other methods are in the range of 0.4–5 U

cm,16,20,21 which is at the higher end of the resistivity scale of ITO

films prepared by various deposition techniques (102–10�5U cm).22

This paper introduces electrochemically assisted deposition

(EAD) in template membranes with cylindrical pores as an

alternative approach to conductive ITO NWs and NTs. Unlike

conventional electrochemical deposition, EAD does not involve

electron transfer between soluble precursors and the growing

electrode film. Instead, it exploits electrochemical reactions for

altering chemical conditions, such as the pH, in the interfacial

solution/electrode zone, which causes precipitation in the vicinity

of the electrode surface. Because of this, the EAD method is

applicable to the deposition of insulating and poorly conducting

materials. For conducting materials, EAD has some advantages

over electroplating and electroless deposition; those important to

this study are its applicability to materials that are not easily

oxidized or reduced, and control over the thickness and

morphology of the deposits by adjusting electrochemical

parameters. So far, EAD has been used to grow several single-

component metal oxide, hydroxide, and chalcogenide films,23

and has been recently extended to templated synthesis of ZnO24

and CdS25 NWs, and ZnO26 and SnO2 NTs.27

Recently we reported the growth of transparent and conduc-

tive ITO films by EAD and demonstrated the applicability of the

method to more complex binary metal oxides. ITO films were

deposited in a one-step procedure that allowed good control over

the composition and the composition-dependent electrical

properties. The films had crystalline grains with the morphology

and cubic crystal structure of In2O3, and there were no evidence

of the presence of a separate tin oxide phase.28 Here we extend

this method to ITO NWs and NTs. We show that EAD growth in

membrane pores can give arrays of either NWs or NTs. Because

metal oxide/hydroxide crystals nucleate in the proximity of the

electrode (but not necessarily on the electrode surface), they can

adsorb on a different surface if it is located close enough to the

electrode. If that surface is the pore wall, then NTs can result.27

We observe growth on both the electrode and the pore walls,

leading to porous polycrystalline ITO NWs. We show that the

surface of the electrode and the pore walls can be modified by

adsorbing different molecules and ions to separate the two

growth modes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

example of switching between NW and NT growth modes in an

EAD process. The modification of the AAO pore walls was

proven to be a successful strategy for preparing nanotubes by the

direct electrochemical deposition and sol–gel techniques.29
2. Experimental section

2.1. Membrane preparation

Commercial anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) membranes

(Anodisc 25, 0.2 mm Whatman) with real pore size of
Nanoscale
300 � 50 nm, and commercial polycarbonate (PC) membranes

with real pore sizes of 200–250 nm (Nucleopore, Whatman,

0.2 mm) and 70 � 10 nm (Osmonics, Inc., Poretics 0.03 mm) were

used as templates. The latter two membranes are referred to

below as PC(200) and PC(70), respectively. Except for experi-

ments in which the pore walls were deliberately modified

(as described below), the membranes were used as purchased.

The membranes were first coated with thermally evaporated

150–200 nm thick Ag (AAO) or Au (PC) films on their open pore

side. In the case of AAO membranes, 10–20 coulombs of Ag were

then electroplated on top of the evaporated Ag film to make a

robust base for subsequent deposition. Then short (200–300 nm)

Au plugs were electroplated inside the membrane pores to serve

as the cathode in the EAD synthesis.

AAO membranes with hydrophobic pore walls and negatively

charged Au-plug surfaces were prepared as follows. A membrane

with the electroplated Ag back contact was dried in vacuum at

�50 �C for 3 h and immediately placed in a octadecyltri-

chlorosilane (OTS), (Gelest) solution in anhydrous heptane-CCl4
(14 ml heptane + 6 ml CCl4 + 0.2 ml OTS) for 24 h. The

membrane was then soaked in anhydrous heptane : CCl4
(14 : 6 ml) for 30 min and in anhydrous cyclohexane for 20 min,

and dried in an Ar stream. This very hydrophobic membrane was

wetted with ethanol and 200–300 nm long Au plugs were elec-

troplated inside the pores. The membrane was washed with H2O

and the Au surface was cleaned by holding it at +0.9V for�3 min

and washing with H2O. Then the Au-plug surface was made

negatively charged by deposition of a monolayer of 2-mercap-

toetanesulfonic acid (MESA, Aldrich) (the membrane was

soaked in aq. 1 wt% MESA solution for 30 min followed by

washing with H2O for �30 min). This membrane is referred to

below as AAO-OTS.

AAO membranes with hydrophobic Au-plug surfaces and nega-

tively charged pore walls were prepared as follows. A membrane

with the Au-plugs electroplated inside the pores was soaked in

a 2.5 v% solution of 1-hexadecane thiol (HDT), (Aldrich) in

anhydrous EtOH (0.25 ml HDT + 10 ml EtOH) for 24 h followed

by washing with 3 portions of EtOH (�30 min) and drying in Ar.

Then the membrane was soaked for 20 min in an aqueous

0.5 wt% solution of (NH4)10W12O41, washed with water and

dried in an Ar stream. After this treatment, the membrane weight

increased by 0.21 mg, corresponding to an estimated coverage

of �0.15 molecular monolayer (the W12O41
10� ionic mass is

� 4.8 � 10�21 g, its area is �1 nm2, and the surface area of the

AAO membrane pore walls is �3000 cm2). This is a reasonable

coverage value for W12O41
10� anions that are adsorbed on the

positively charged alumina pore surface. Their high ionic charge

should prevent them from close packing within the monolayer.

This membrane is referred to below as AAO-WOx.
2.2. Growth of nanowires and nanotubes

ITO NWs and NTs were grown by the method developed for the

planar ITO films.28 In(NO3)3$xH2O (99%, Alfa-Aesar) was

dissolved in an aqueous solution of 4.6 mM HNO3 (pH 2.3) with

0.1 M supporting electrolyte salt (KNO3 or NaCl). Deionized

water was used in all experiments. Solid SnCl4$xH2O (98%, Alfa-

Aesar) was then added to this solution. All solutions remained

transparent and stable for a period of weeks (0.1 M KNO3) or
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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days (0.1 M NaCl). However, in all EAD procedures, freshly

prepared (�30 min old) solutions were used.

In a typical experiment, a Au-plugged membrane (diameter

2 cm) was used as the cathode. For an AAO membrane, the

surface area of the Au plugs was estimated as �1.4 cm2 from

the average pore diameter (300 nm) and pore density (2 �
109 cm�2, estimated by FESEM). The membrane was placed at

the bottom of a cylindrical electrochemical cell equipped with

a Pt counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The

cell was preheated to 79–80 �C in a water bath. A solution of

In(NO3)3 (10 mM) and SnCl4 (1–3 mM) was also preheated to

79–80 �C and placed into the cell. EAD was conducted in the

potentiostatic mode at �0.5 V at 79–80 �C. The membrane was

then washed thoroughly with deionized water and dried in an

Ar stream. Metal hydroxide wires/tubes prepared in this way

are referred to hereafter as InSnOH NWs/NTs. EAD experi-

ments were typically performed in air. Therefore, unless

otherwise stated, some amount of dissolved oxygen was always

present during the reaction. When oxygen-free conditions were

needed, the solution was purged with Ar for 20 min prior to

deposition.

To convert InSnOH to ITO, the InSnOH-filled membranes

were heated in air at 300 �C for 30–60 min.28 For electrical

measurements, the membranes were further heated at 600 �C for

30 min. Finally the AAO membranes were etched (partially or

completely) with 0.1 M NaOH and PC membranes were dis-

solved with CH2Cl2. For experiments in which the NWs/NTs

were released from the array, the Ag backing layer was dissolved

in �1M HNO3 before membrane etching.
2.3. Characterization

Both InSnOH and ITO NWs/NTs were characterized by field

emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, JEOL 6700F,

accelerating voltage 3 kV, gun current 20 mA), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction

(SAED) (JEOL 1200 EXII, accelerating voltage 120 kV), and

X-ray diffraction (XRD, Philips X’Pert MPD, Cu-Ka radiation).

Auger electron spectra (AES) were acquired on a PHI 670

scanning Auger spectrometer. The beam energy and current were

10 keV and 10 nA, respectively. The spectra were acquired with 1

eV steps between data points. The P/P intensities of the In MNN

and Sn MNN lines were calculated by using a 5 point Savitsky-

Golay smooth and derivative. The In/Sn atomic ratio was esti-

mated by using 10 keV RSF values from the PHI Handbook.30

All calculations were performed with CASA software (Version

2.3.12Dev9).

Current–voltage characteristics were measured across the

ITO NW array inside the AAO-OTS membrane in an Au/ITO/

Au device configuration in air at ambient temperature (Keith-

ley 2400 SourceMeter). The ITO NW-filled AAO-OTS

membrane was partially etched from the top by 0.1 M NaOH

(without sonication), washed with water and dried in an Ar

stream. A small piece of Au foil (variable electrode) was placed

on top of the protruding NW array, which was contacted on

the bottom by the gold plugs (source electrode). The foil was

pressed into the array by using a tungsten tip. The tip contact

area was �10 mm2.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
3. Results and discussion

Aqueous solutions of the both In3+ and, even more so, Sn4+

inorganic salts are known to form precipitates at neutral pH, and

therefore acidic conditions of pH 2.3 were used in the EAD

process. Electrochemically assisted deposition of metal oxide/

hydroxide films from acidic solutions occur through the hydro-

lysis of soluble precursors at the appropriate pH (pHH) in the

vicinity of the electrode. InSnOH NWs in PC and AAO

membranes were grown under the EAD conditions developed

previously for planar InSnOH films on Au-substrates.28

According to that study, bi- or polynuclear indium–tin

complexes form in acidic solutions upon mixing the In(NO3)3

and SnCl4 precursors. These precursor complexes favor the

incorporation of tin into the crystal lattice of indium hydroxide.

In this work, molar Sn/In ratios were selected from the range that

gave the highest Sn content in EAD ITO films.28 By analogy with

InSnOH film growth, we consider the following reactions to

contribute to InSnOH NWs growth in the membrane pores:

pH increase in the vicinity of the Au-plug in the pore:

NO3
� + 2H+ + 2e� / NO2

� + H2O (1)

O2 + 4H+ + 4e� / 2H2O (2)

Hydrolysis of the soluble indium and indium-tin complexes in

the solution as protons are removed cathodically:

½InðH2OÞ6�
3þ �����������!H2O; pH . 2:3

InðOHÞ3ðsÞ þ 3Hþþ3H2O (3)

½ðHOÞ4-nSnðm-OðOHÞ�mInnðH2OÞ5n�
2nþ

��������!H2O; pH.2:3
InnSnmOxðOHÞvðsÞ þHþ (4)

Where (s) indicates solid state, n and m may vary as 1 # n # 4m,

and m $ 1. By analogy to InSnOH film growth by EAD, the

kinetics of reactions 3 and 4 and the solubility of the reaction

products will determine the composition of InSnOH NWs.28

However, the kinetics may be altered by the pore geometry,

relative to growth on planar electrodes.
3.1. Nanowire growth in the untreated AAO and PC

membranes.

As shown in Fig. 1, the EAD method can be used to grow

InSnOH NWs in the �200–300 nm pores of AAO (A–C) and PC

(D, E) membranes as well as in a 70 nm PC membrane (F). After

careful dissolution (without sonication) of the AAO membrane,

the InSnOH NWs remain attached to the Au plugs on the Ag

backing film and form a densely packed NW array (Fig.1B).

Although in transmission microscopy the nanowires look rela-

tively smooth and dense (Fig.1A,D–F), FESEM images reveal

a rather porous morphology (Fig. 1C; 3A,B,D).

All as-prepared InSnOH nanowires are polycrystalline and

have the cubic crystal structure of In(OH)3 as revealed by SAED

patterns (insets in Fig.1A and D). Heat treatment of the PC and

AAO membranes filled with InSnOH NWs up to 300 �C results

in the thermal conversion of InSnOH to ITO NWs that are also

polycrystalline and have the cubic crystal structure of In2O3
Nanoscale
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Fig. 1 TEM (A, D–F) and FESEM (B, C) images of InSnOH NWs grown in AAO (A–C), PC(200) (D–E) and PC(70) (F) membranes. In B, red arrows

indicate NWs with diameters smaller than the pore width. C, E - NWs heat-treated in the membrane at 700 �C and 300 �C, respectively. The insets show

corresponding SAED patterns. Deposition solutions: (A, D, E) 0.1M KNO3, Sn/In ¼ 0.28–0.3; B �0.1M NaCl Sn/In ¼ 0.1; (C, F) 0.1M KNO3, Sn/In ¼
0.1.
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(SAED pattern in Fig.1E). The SAED patterns show no reflec-

tions that can be assigned to tin oxide phases, consistent with

XRD data from planar EAD films.28 The absence of tin oxide

reflections is characteristic of ITO films prepared by vapor- and

solution-based techniques and is associated with SnO2 present in

the finely dispersed form.31,32 It is important to note that AAO

membranes can withstand heat treatment up to 700 �C, which

gives ITO NWs with larger crystal grain size (Fig.1C vs. 3D).

XRD patterns of the InSnOH NWs that are still inside the

membrane (i.e. with the NW axis oriented perpendicular to the

substrate) are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison purposes

a reference In(OH)3 pattern32 is shown at the bottom. Interplanar

distances (d) and average crystal sizes (t) calculated from the

XRD patterns are summarized in Table 1. Consistent with the

SAED data, all of the InSnOH nanowire samples can be indexed

to cubic In(OH)3, and no reflections of tin oxide phases are seen.
Nanoscale
The NWs grown in the PC-200 membrane (Fig. 2, trace 1) reveal

strong preferred orientation in the [100] direction and the cubic

lattice parameter a ¼ 7.97 �A (Table 1), which is in good agree-

ment with reference data.32 The crystallization behavior in the

PC-200 membrane is very similar to that of the planar EAD

InSnOH films, but the crystal grain size in the [100] direction is

about half that of the films.28 In contrast, NWs grown in AAO

membranes (Fig. 2 traces 2, 3), although they have a more

random distribution of crystal orientations, reveal a preferred

texture in the [211] direction, which is especially well pronounced

for NWs deposited from NaCl solution (trace 3). This orienta-

tion was not observed with planar EAD InSnOH films grown on

Au substrates from the same solutions. The NWs also have

crystals that are considerably larger in the [100] direction

(Table 1). Compared to the reference data32 and the XRD

patterns of planar EAD films,28 the AAO-grown NWs have
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 2 XRD patterns of PC(200) (1) and AAO (2–4) membranes filled

with InSnOH nanowires. 4 – AAO membrane was pre-treated with OTS. *

indicates Au reflections. Bottom: reference XRD pattern of In(OH)3.32

Deposition solutions: (1, 2) 0.1 M KNO3, Sn/In ¼ 0.1; (3) 0.1 M NaCl,

Sn/In ¼ 0.1; (4) 0.1 M KNO3, Sn/In ¼ 0.28.
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slightly smaller unit cells (the interplanar distances are shorter by

�0.01–0.04 Å (Table 1)). It is possible that the pore geometry

plays a role in the InSnOH crystallization behavior.

FESEM images of InSnOH NWs grown in the PC-200

(Fig.3A, B) and AAO (Fig.3C, D) membranes confirm different

crystallization behavior inside these templates.

The main structural feature of the PC(200)-grown NWs are

�70–100 nm long bundles of�7 nm thick rods that form densely

packed NW walls and are relatively loosely packed in the central

part of the wire body (Fig.3A, B). The similar bundles of rodlike

crystals, although considerably larger, are also the main building

blocks of the planar EAD InSnOH films (Fig. 3G). This may

explain the similarity of the XRD patterns of the PC-grown NWs

(Fig.1, tr.1) and the planar films. In the latter, the crystal size in

the [100] direction is related to the length of the rodlike parti-

cles,28 and it is reasonable to assign the particle size of �25 nm in

the [200] direction determined for the PC(200)-grown NWs

(Table 1) to the length of the rodlike crystals in the bundles.

Thus, the majority of the bundles that compose the NW body

align along the wire long axis and account for the strong

preferred [200] orientation (Fig.2, tr.1). Interestingly, �8–20 nm

thick single crystal ITO NWs that grow along the [100] direction

have also been observed at the initial stages of the MBE
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
deposition on Si-substrates, but no further assembly into bundles

were found.5

Fig. 3D shows typical FESEM images of the InSnOH NWs

deposited in an AAO membrane from a solution containing

0.1 M KNO3. The morphology of these NWs is similar to that of

the PC(200)-grown NWs in that they have dense walls and

a relatively loosely packed core. The main structural features,

however, are different. The NWs consist of roughly cylindrical

(or prismatic) particles (rods), some of which extend from the

walls toward the center (Fig. 3D, inset). The average crystal sizes

of �39 nm in the [200] direction and �29 nm in the [220] direc-

tion (Table 1) are close to the length and width of the cylindrical

features, respectively. Interestingly, we did not observe thinner

rods or their bundles in any FESEM images of this type of NWs.

The structure of the InSnOH NWs grown in AAO from

a solution containing 0.1 M NaCl is completely different

(Fig. 3C). The wires have a dense core that is built from relatively

flat polycrystalline plates with their plane oriented approxi-

mately perpendicular to the wire axis. The primary crystals that

form the plates have lateral sizes close to those in the [220] and

[200] direction (40–50 nm, respectively), determined from XRD

patterns (Table 1). The smallest t�36 nm in the [211] direction is

probably related to the thickness of the plates and may explain

the preferred NW texture in this direction (Fig.2, tr.3). We

should note that planar EAD InSnOH films deposited from 0.1

M NaCl solutions do not reveal any platelike particles and have

the same bundle-of-rods morphology as films deposited from

0.1 M KNO3 solutions.28 This suggests that Na+ and Cl� ions do

not directly affect the crystal shapes.

It should be noted for all three systems (Fig. 1C and 3A–D)

that there are no obvious inclusions of the amorphous phase that

is characteristic of hydrous tin oxides formed under these

conditions in the absence of In.

Because the PC(200) and AAO membranes have about the

same pore diameters, the restricted pore geometry cannot alone

be responsible for the observed differences in the NWs structure,

although it could lead to the observed decrease in crystallite size

relative to planar films (compare e.g. Fig. 3A and 3G). We have

observed that �7 nm thick rodlike particles, which tend to

assemble in bundles, and flat platelike particles of InSnOH can

also form in In(NO3)3–SnCl4 solutions when the pH is increased

by adding NaOH or tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBA)

(Fig.3E, F). This implies that, in the EAD process, shape of the

main structural features in the InSnOH NWs and films is

determined by the crystallization habit of In(OH)3/InSnOH

species rather than by the surface on which they are deposited.

The latter, however, may play a role in preferential adsorption of

crystal seeds that result in the growth of a particular feature. It is

also possible that larger InSnOH crystals form in the solution

phase within the pore and then adsorb on a surface. In our

system, the alumina or polycarbonate pore walls are in close

proximity to the Au-cathode and hence there are two surfaces

(for each template), Au and alumina (or polycarbonate), on

which adsorption of the seeds or their precursors can occur. In

the PC(200)-KNO3 and AAO-KNO3 systems, FESEM images

(Fig. 3A, B, D) suggest that the growth of many crystals is

initiated at the wall surface. In the AAO-NaCl system, adsorp-

tion on the walls is less likely to occur, judging from the wire

structure and thickness. There are many NWs (indicated with red
Nanoscale
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Fig. 3 FESEM (A–D) of the InSnOH NWs grown in PC(200) (A, B) and AAO (C, D) membranes. The insets in C and D show top view of the same NW

arrays. E, F - TEM of InSnOH particles grown in solution by increasing the pH with NaOH (E) and tetra(n-butylammonium) hydroxide (F) at 80 �C.

G - typical FESEM image of an EAD InSnOH film on a Au substrate, showing bundles of rodike crystals as the main building block [for details see ref.

28. Starting solutions: (A, B, D, G) 0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.3, Sn/In ¼ 0.1; C – 0.1M NaCl pH 2.3, Sn/In ¼ 0.1; (E, F) pH 2.3, Sn/In ¼ 0.1.
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arrows in Fig.1B) that are considerably thinner than the pore

width.

It is also important to consider that the NO3
� and H+ ions and

O2 molecules compete with InSnOH for adsorption on the Au-

cathode surface and that some fraction of this surface should

always be available for the pH regulating reactions (1, 2) to

occur. If NW growth is initiated on both the walls and the Au

surface, one would expect the porous NWs structure to allow

transport of ions to the cathode. Such structures are shown in
Nanoscale
Fig. 3A, B, D). When the wire growth starts preferentially at the

Au-cathode surface, then channels for ion transport may form

between the wire body and the pore wall which results in thinner

and denser NWs (Fig. 1B and 3C).

If this picture is correct, it suggests a means of affecting the

NW structure and related properties by guiding selective

adsorption processes. A remaining question is, how far from

the cathode surface can InSnOH species form and adsorb on the

pore walls? In an attempt to answer this question we consider the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 4 A - Cathodic current transients of Au-plugged AAO membrane

electrodes measured in KNO3 solutions (initial pH 2.31) at�0.5 V vs. Ag/

AgCl and 80 �C. Solution compositions: (1) 0.1 M KNO3, 4.8 mM

HNO3, 10 mM In(NO3)3, 2.8 mM SnCl4; (2) 0.1 M KNO3, 4.8 mM

HNO3, the solution was purged with Ar for 20 min prior to deposition;

(3) 0.1 M KNO3, 4.8 mM HNO3, 2 mM In(NO3)3, 0.56 mM SnCl4. 2 –

pHo and pHf indicate the starting and final pH, respectively, of the bulk

solution. 1, 3 – AAO membranes were pre-treated with OTS and

W12O41
10�, respectively. B - Schematics of ion diffusion and concentra-

tion gradient formation along the AAO pore during the cathodic process

shown in A (tr. 2). OHP - outer Helmholtz plane, NDL - Nernst diffusion

layer; Cs and Ce - ionic concentrations in the bulk solution and on the

electrode (OHP), respectively; jD and jM – diffusion and migration

components of the current density.

Table 1 XRD parameters of InSnOH NWs in the membrane

[hkl]

PC(200)-KNO3 AAO-KNO3 AAO-NaCl AAO-OTS
In(OH)3 Ref. 32

ta, nm d, �A ta, nm d, �A ta, nm d, �A ta, nm d, �A d, �A

200 24.6 3.985 38.5 3.97 48.5 3.985 — — 3.987
211 — — w 3.21 35.9 3.21 — — 3.225
220 — — 28.5 2.78 39.4 2.78 39.4 2.77 2.819
400 w 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.993

a t was determined from the width-at-half-maximum of the corresponding XRD reflections using the Scherrer equation.33 The XRD pattern of LaB6

powder was used as a standard.
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change in the H+ concentration within the pore volume for

a simple system that does not contain In–Sn species or dissolved

oxygen.

3.2. Estimation of the pH gradient along the membrane pores

generated by NO3
� reduction (reaction 1)

The current transient measured with an Au-plugged AAO

membrane in a solution containing 0.1M KNO3 and 4.8 mM

HNO3 (pH�2.31) was used to estimate the pH increase within

the pores (Fig. 4A graph 2). One can see that a steady state

current is established within �30s after applying the potential of

�0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The thickness of the AAO membrane is 60

mm, which is well within the thickness of the Nernst diffusion

layer, NDL (d �100 mm in unstirred solutions), and one can use

the Nernst-Plank equation to describe the ionic flux within the

pore (see scheme in Fig. 4B). For one-dimensional mass-trans-

port to an electrode, the flux of ions is expressed as a sum of

diffusion, migration, and convection processes. We assume that

convection is negligible inside the pores, and thus the ion flux

(along the x-axis) can be written as

Ji(x) ¼ �JDi(x) � JMi(x) (5)

Where JDi and JMi are the diffusion and migration flux compo-

nents of ion i, respectively.

For the case of the finite diffusion [C(x > d, t) ¼ Cs] and C(x,

t ¼ 0) ¼ Cs, the diffusion flux is34

�JDi(0,t) ¼ Di[vCi(x,t)/vx] z Di(Ci
s � Ci

e)d (6)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, Cs is the ion concentration in

the bulk solution, and Ce¼ C(x¼ 0, t) is the ion concentration at

the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) of the electrode surface.

The migration flux can be expressed as34

JMi ¼ jM/nF ¼ �TijziF (7)

where jM is the migration component of the current density, j, z is

the ionic charge, F is Faraday’s constant, and Ti is the transport

number (the fraction of the total current carried by ion i)

Ti¼ ziuiCi=
Xn

j¼1

zjujCj (8)

where u is the ion mobility. For a solution containing 0.1M

of KNO3 and 0.0048M of HNO3 at 80 �C, TNO3
¼ 0.459 and

TH+ ¼ 0.086.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Taking j ¼ JnF and combining eqn (5)–(7), one can determine

the concentration difference along the pore length as

Ci
s � Ci

e ¼ j(1 � nTi/zi)d/nFDi (9)
Nanoscale
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Fig. 5 A - Proposed mechanism for InSnOH NW growth in membrane

pore. B - Scheme for tuning the AAO membrane pore chemistry to switch

between NW and NT growth modes.
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For reaction (1), the cathodic current density is determined by

the flux of NO3
� anions and the charge transferred per mole of

the anions.

j ¼ JNO3-
nF with n ¼ 2 (10)

Cathodic reaction (1) occurs in multiple steps in which one

proton is transferred per electron. Thus, we can write

JH+ ¼ j/nF with n ¼ 1.

Note that the same conclusion applies if reaction (2) contributes

to the current. Eqn (9) can then be written as

CH+
s � CH+

e ¼ j(1 – 0.086)d/FDH+ (11)

For the current values shown in Fig.4A tr.2 and d ¼ 60mm (the

pore length is used for simplicity instead of the unknown NDL

thickness), the proton concentration difference CH+
s�CH+

e can be

estimated as�4�10�4 M. In the range of the bulk solution pH of

2.3–3, in which hydrolysis begins (judging from stability of the

precursor solutions), this creates a pH gradient of

�0.05–0.2 units along the length of the pore, or about

(0.8–3)�10�3 pH unit per micron of pore length. This small pH

gradient may be damped further by the buffering effect of the

NO2
� produced in reaction (1), and by the generation of protons

in reactions (3) and (4).

This calculation suggests that, because of fast proton diffu-

sion, a very small pH gradient exists within the membrane pores.

This implies that hydrolysis of the In–Sn complexes should occur

almost simultaneously along the pore length once the appro-

priate pH (pHH) is established by the cathodic electrode reac-

tion(s).

3.3. Mechanism of InSnOH nanowire growth and selection of

nanowire or nanotube growth mode.

Based on these calculations we suggest a mechanism for NW

growth that includes four basic steps (Fig. 5A):

1. Under cathodic conditions, the concentration of the nitrate

anions and protons decreases due to reactions (1) and (2), and

a pH gradient forms along the pore length. The concentrations of

In3+ and [In–O–Sn]2+ ions do not change.

2. At a certain pH, pHH, hydrolysis of the soluble indium and

indium–tin precursors occurs (reactions 3, 4) leading to the

formation of small molecular clusters in the solution phase

within the pore. At this stage the adsorption of the clusters can

take place on both the Au-cathode and pore wall surfaces. The

pH within the pore continue to increase, and a concentration

gradient of In3+ and [In–O–Sn]2+ ions forms between the pore and

the bulk solution.

3. The concentration of the hydroxide species in the pores

increases to the point where crystals nucleate. These nuclei may

adsorb on both the Au-cathode and pore wall surfaces.

4. As further hydrolysis occurs, InSnOH crystals grow from

the adsorbed seeds, resulting in a porous wire. Some of the

InSnOH crystals can form in the solution phase and precipitate

near the bottom of the pore. This should give NWs that are

denser at the bottom. We did observe this growth mode in some

TEM images.
Nanoscale
This mechanism should allow one to manipulate the NW

structure and related properties by tuning the adsorptive prop-

erties of the cathode and pore wall surfaces. To do this we

exploited the different surface chemistries of the Au- cathode and

the alumina pore walls (see scheme in Fig. 5B).

Two different types of AAO membranes were prepared, one

with hydrophobic walls and a hydrophilic Au-cathode surface,

and the other with hydrophilic walls and a hydrophobic cathode.

The hydrophobic surfaces were made by selective adsorption of

long-chain alkane derivatives with chlorosilyl (wall) and thiol

(Au) anchoring groups. The second, negatively charged hydro-

philic surface was then made by adsorbing mercaptoethane-

sulfonic or paratungstate anions, which adsorb selectively on the

Au and alumina surfaces. Negatively charged surface modifying

groups were chosen to enhance the adsorption of positively

charged InSnOH species. The EAD procedure was then applied,

resulting in the growth of InSnOH NWs in the AAO membrane

with hydrophobic walls, AAO-OTS (Fig. 6 A–D) and InSnOH

NTs in the AAO membrane with the hydrophobic Au-cathode

and hydrophilic pore walls, AAO-WOx (Fig. 6G). Cathodic

transients for the EAD processes in AAO-OTS and AAO-WOx

membranes are shown in Fig. 4A, traces 1 and 3, respectively.

One can see that the steady-state current is about 4 times higher

when the NTs are formed (tr.3 vs. tr.1), which suggests better

accessibility of the cathode surface during the NT growth, as

expected from the scheme illustrated in Fig. 5B (route 2 vs. 1).

A typical TEM image of an InSnOH nanotube (Fig. 6G)

shows that the uniformly dense NT walls are in contact with the

Au-plug edge and very little crystalline material accumulates in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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the center of the Au-plug surface. This supports the idea that NT

growth occurs on the pore walls and not on the Au-cathode. The

tube walls are largely transparent and there are no obvious

crystal grains in the images. This morphology suggests that the

tube walls are built from sheetlike crystals that grow parallel to

the walls. This crystal morphology was observed in some planar

EAD InSnOH films (Fig. 6H)28 and InSnOH colloidal sols

(Fig. 3E). Like those planar films,28 the tube walls are poly-

crystalline with the cubic crystal structure of In(OH)3 (SAED

pattern in Fig. 6G inset).

An optical microscope image of AAO-OTS-grown NWs

released from the membrane (Fig. 6 A) shows up to 20 mm long

nanowire pieces. FESEM images of the top face of InSnOH-filled

AAO-OTS membranes (not shown) reveal that many of the
Fig. 6 Optical microscope (A), TEM (B, C, E) and FESEM (D, F) images of

NWs with morphology dominated by folded sheetlike features E, F- NWs heat

TEM images of InSnOH NTs grown in an AAO-WOx membrane. H - F

a morphology dominated by sheetlike features; the inset shows a typical crysta

films. The insets in B, E, G show corresponding SAED patterns. Deposition s

inset - 0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.3, Sn/In 0.1.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
pores are completely filled. We also observed in some TEM

images (not shown) NWs with shapes replicating the branched

part of the AAO membrane (which is the top part of the

membrane in our experiments). These observations (along with

the small amount of charge passed during the EAD process

(Fig. 4A, tr.1)) support the idea of almost simultaneous InSnOH

formation along the pore length. Wire formation might thus

include crystal growth both from the cathode and in the solution

within the pores with further precipitation and/or agglomeration

of the solution-born crystals. SAED (Fig. 6B inset) and XRD

(Fig .2 tr.4) patterns indicate the formation of InSnOH NWs

with the cubic crystal structure of In(OH)3.

TEM images in Fig. 6B, C distinguish two typical morphol-

ogies with the AAO-OTS-grown NWs. One (Fig. 6B) is similar to
InSnOH NWs grown in an AAO-OTS membrane. In D, red arrows show

-treated in the membrane at 600 �C. G -Typical low and higher resolution

ESEM image of an EAD InSnOH film on a Au substrate, showing

l pattern that was observed in the initial stages of growing planar InSnOH

olutions: (A–G) 0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.3, Sn/In 0.28; (H)–pH 2.3, Sn/In 0.1;

Nanoscale
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Fig. 7 10 keV Auger electron spectra of ITO NWs grown in an AAO

membrane treated with OTS (left) and an untreated PC(200) membrane

(right). Top: SEM image of an ITO NW with a white box indicating the

scan area. The Sn/In atomic ratios represent the average of three

measurements on different NWs for each membrane type. Deposition

solutions: 0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.3, Sn/In 0.28 (AAO-OTS) and 0.3 (PC-200).
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that observed for NWs grown in untreated AAO membranes

(Fig. 1A) and the other (Fig. 6C) reveals some fibrous features

inside the core of the wires. FESEM images of InSnOH NWs in

partially dissolved AAO-OTS membranes (Fig. 6D) also show

two distinct morphologies. One (indicated with red arrows in

Fig. 6D bottom-center, right) reveals folded sheets that resemble

the sheetlike particles observed with planar EAD InSnOH films

(Fig. 6H).28 Comparing Fig. 6C and 6D, it appears that the

fibrous features in the TEM images are likely to be edges of thin

sheets that appear in the FESEM images.

The second morphology observed with AAO-OTS-grown NWs

has relatively thick horizontal platelike features (top-center, left).

This morphology is very similar to that of NWs deposited from

NaCl solutions (Fig. 3C). Although platelike crystals were not

found on the surface of the planar EAD InSnOH films (for any

solution compositions),28 we did observe them in the initial stages

of film deposition (Fig. 6H, inset). In the case of planar EAD films,

these crystals were likely overgrown by bundles of rods at later

stages, but in the case of NWs, these features persist along the wire

length. Here, the pore-restricted geometry is likely to play a role.

The plates seem to be characteristic of NWs whose crystallization

is initiated at the Au-cathode surface and not at the pore walls.

While seed adsorption on the pore walls was weakened purpose-

fully in the AAO-OTS membranes, weak adsorption of Cl� ions

on the untreated AAO walls may occur with NaCl electrolytes.

Interestingly, despite their morphological similarity and similar

crystal size (Table 1), NWs from the AAO-OTS membrane have

a preferred [220] texture (Fig. 2 tr.4) versus the [211] preferred

orientation of the NWs grown from NaCl solutions (Fig. 2 tr.3).

FESEM images (Fig. 6D) also show that the NWs do not adhere

to the AAO-OTS membrane pore walls and that there is some

space between the pore walls and the NW surface.

Heating of the AAO-OTS grown NWs at 600 �C leads to the

ITO NWs with the cubic crystal structure of In2O3 (Fig.6E,

inset), and morphology of the ITO similar to that of the InSnOH

NWs (Fig. 6E, F).

Auger electron spectra of the ITO NWs deposited into the

AAO-OTS and PC(200) membranes from KNO3 solutions with

Sn/In molar ratios of 0.28 and 0.3, respectively, are shown in

Fig. 7. The atomic Sn/In ratios in the NWs are estimated as 0.034

and 0.039 for AAO-OTS and PC(200) respectively. It should be

noted that planar EAD films deposited from the same solutions

had the Sn/In ratios of �0.08–0.09,28 which is �2.3 times higher.

The lower Sn/In ratios in the NWs are unlikely to be caused by

the chemical treatment of the AAO membrane or the post-

deposition membrane etching because the AAO-OTS (etched

with 0.1M NaOH) and the untreated PC(200) (etched with

CH2Cl2) grown NWs have very similar ratios. By analogy with

planar EAD films,28 the kinetics of reactions 3 and 4 and the

solubility of the reaction products should determine the

compositions of InSnOH NWs. It appears that the restricted

pore geometry can change some of the relevant rates (including

possibly the diffusion rates). Further study of these effects is

needed to control the Sn/In ratios in EAD NWs and NTs.
3.4. Electrical properties of ITO NWs

Current–voltage (iV) characteristics were measured with AAO-

OTS-grown ITO NWs, which had the densest polycrystalline
Nanoscale
structure. The device configuration is shown schematically in

Fig. 8, top. After partial dissolution of the membrane a small

piece of gold foil was pressed into the NW array surface by

means of a tungsten tip with a contact area of�10 mm2. A typical

top view of such a NW array (Fig. 8A) reveals that the NWs have

somewhat different heights. This fact and the rough surface of

the W-tip implies that only a few NWs will form a good electrical

contact within the 10 mm2 area of the top electrode and

contribute to the observed current.

A typical iV characteristic of an ITO NW array sandwiched

between two gold electrodes shows rectifying behavior (Fig. 8B),

which was reproducible for all six measurements performed on

this device. For the iV curve shown here, the reverse/forward

resistance ratio is RR/RF ¼ 10 at 1.5 V and the rectification ratio

at 50 V is �170. The turn-on potential in the forward bias mode

(top Au-electrode negative) is �0.7 V, which suggests the

formation of a Schottky barrier at the Au/ITO interface (the

difference in work functions of Au and ITO is �0.7–1 V). The

bottom Au/ITO-NW contact is much more resistive, which may

be a result of either the formation of a resistive layer at the Au/

ITO interface or an increase in the Au cathode work function

during the EAD process. Qualitatively similar rectifying

behavior was observed with about 80% of the planar EAD ITO

film devices.28 This rectifying behavior, although not completely
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 8 iV characterization of ITO nanowires grown in AAO-OTS

membranes and heated at 600 �C. Top - schematic of the device config-

uration. A - top view (FESEM) of the ITO NW array after partially

dissolving the AAO membrane. Top Au-foil contact (variable) was

pressed into this surface by a tungsten tip. B - typical iV curve measured

on the ITO NW array. Resistance of the ITO NWs was calculated for

linear regions of the iV curves as the average of six different locations on

top of the array.
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understood, could find useful applications in its own right. It can

also be eliminated by removing the bottom contact. Past the

turn-on potential, the resistance drops by several orders of

magnitude. The average electrical resistance calculated from the

linear region of six iV curves taken at different locations was

�25 MU. Taking the device thickness as �60mm and the NW

diameter as �200 nm (pore diameter in the top branched part of

the AAO membrane) we estimated the resistivity of the ITO NWs

as 1.3 U cm, assuming that a single NW makes a contact with the

top Au-foil electrode; the resistivity is proportionally higher if

more NWs are involved. This value is in rough agreement with

the resistivity of EAD ITO films, 48.5 U cm, with a similar Sn/In

ratio of 0.029.28 Another source of error in this measurement is

the unknown channel width for a single NW, (i.e. the cross

sectional area, which varies along the wire length). Judging from

FESEM images (e.g. Fig. 6F), the roughly parallel horizontal

crystal plates that constitute the NW body are shifted relative to

each other, which brings the channel width below 200 nm. In

light of these uncertainties, we can estimate that the resistivity of

the ITO NWs is in the range of 0.4–5 U cm reported for ITO

NWs in the literature,16,20,21 and is consistent with the range of

data reported for ITO films with similar Sn/In molar ratios.22 We

note that there is a room for improvement in the conductance of

EAD ITO NWs by optimizing the Sn/In ratio and the post-

synthesis heat treatment. The highest conductivity of the EAD

ITO films was found with an Sn/In ratio of �0.09–0.1.28 Further

study of the kinetics of reactions 3 and 4 in the membrane pores

will be needed to gain better control over the NW composition.
4. Conclusions

Nanocrystalline InSnOH and ITO NWs and NTs were grown in

AAO and PC template membranes, extending the EAD method

to high aspect ratio binary metal oxides. EAD offers advantages

over other methods for growing ITO, because it is an inexpensive
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
and simple one-step procedure that produces dense arrays of

vertically aligned, crystalline NWs and NTs.

FESEM, XRD, and SAED data show that InSnOH NWs and

NTs have morphological features similar to those of planar

InSnOH films and the same cubic crystal structure of In(OH)3.

Thermal treatment of the as-deposited InSnOH wires and tubes

in air at 300 �C leads to the formation of corresponding ITO

structures with the cubic crystal structure of In2O3, which is

typical for ITO films. As in the EAD ITO films, there is no

evidence of the presence of a separate tin oxide/hydroxide phases

and it is assumed that Sn is dispersed at the atomic level in the

In2O3 crystals. AES analysis indicates a Sn/In atomic ratio of

�0.034–0.039 for wires deposited in AAO and PC membranes,

respectively, which is �2.3 times lower than the Sn/In ratio of

planar films deposited from the same solutions. This implies

different kinetics for hydrolysis or mass transport in the

membrane pores. The resistivity of the ITO NWs has been esti-

mated at $1.3 U cm for a Sn/In atomic ratio of�0.034. Although

the resistivity of the nanowires is in the range of values reported

for ITO NWs prepared by other methods, and for some ITO

films with similar Sn/In molar ratios, it may be possible to

increase the conductivity by optimizing the Sn/In ratio and the

post-synthesis heat treatment.

Porous polycrystalline NWs with dense walls form from

nitrate solutions when AAO and PC membranes are used

without chemical treatment of their pore walls. The rapid

diffusion of protons in the pores results in only a small gradient

in pH, and thus the nucleation of InSnOH can occur on either the

cathode or pore wall surfaces. Based on this finding, we adjusted

surface chemistry of the walls and the cathode in order to favor

adsorption and crystal nucleation on only one of the two

surfaces. This approach allows one to tune the EAD process to

grow either ITO NWs or NTs.
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